grain feature
trailers

overweight and liable for hefty fines. Come
harvest time, the trailer will be doing up
to eight loads a day, so it gives us piece of
mind to know that we are not under or
overloading the vehicle. It will definitely save
us a lot of money in the long run.”
The LoadSMART H-Series onboard weighing
system uses the latest in handheld computer,
sensor and wireless technology. A sensor
unit fitted to the prime mover with a smart
steer set-up calculates the precise steering
weight. As the system runs off the air
pressure of the air suspension, single sensor
units are fitted to the various axle groups of
the trailers. The pressure is then accurately
converted into kilograms. A LoadSMART
handheld display unit can sit in the cabin or
be held by the driver and continue to work
within a 30m radius thanks to a wireless
modem located underneath the dash.

Smart and accurate

Shannon Bros asserts that the system

The accuracy of the LoadSMART onboard weighing system
from Commercial Transport Solutions (Comtrans) is giving
Shannon Bros Bulk Haulage added confidence that it’s
carting the right weight each and every time.
Shannon Bros has been servicing the Mallee

Lusty EMS that were added 18 months ago

are more than happy to fit the rest of the

region in north western Victoria for over 30

and have been set up for carting grain and

fleet. The LoadSMART system has just been

years, picking up grain from Beulah farmers

fertiliser, and a truck and dog. Shannon Bros

so accurate and so easy to use which makes

and carting it to areas including Melbourne,

recently invested in a LoadSMART H-Series

life so much easier. Several farmers have told

Geelong and Portland, as well as to several

onboard weighing system for one of its B

us how impressed they are too. It gives you

feed lots and feed mills in the Goulburn

double combinations. So impressed by the

an accurate tare weight and gross weight

Valley region. Started up by Murray

system, the company has already put in an

– that gives farmers a lot of confidence

Shannon, the business is now run by his

order for another three LoadSMART systems

because they know that we are trying to

sons Gus Shannon and Brian Shannon.

which it plans to fit to the remaining B

do the right thing by them. Farmers need

It operates a fleet of two conventional B

double combinations immediately.

to know exactly how much grain is leaving

doubles from Pumpa Engineering (Lusty

“We’ve had the first system for around two

their farms, so when they can see an actual

Australia), two B double stag trailers from

months and it’s just been fantastic so we

net weight instead of a rough figure, it is far

is so simple to understand and install.

calling him on the Sunday to ask several

“Calibrating the system was a piece of cake,

questions and he was so happy to help

Contact

we just put the truck on a weighbridge,

every time and you don’t always get that

typed in the weight and the calibration was

sort of service. He’s been there every time

done. It literally took around 10 seconds

we’ve had a question and has been able

to calibrate. We set the system up over a

to provide an answer straight away every

weekend and dealt with Raj Mali. I was

time,” says Clayton.

Commercial Transport Solutions Pty Ltd
PO Box 1427
Waverley Gardens VIC 3170
Ph: 03 9590 0800
Fax: 03 9590 0866
Mobile: 0417 582 882
Email: raj@comtrans.com.au

more beneficial,” says Clayton Shannon of
Shannon Bros.
“Because the majority of our work is loading
off farms, we were previously using air
gauges to monitor the weight. The driver
would then have to go to a weighbridge
and check that they were carrying the
correct weight. If they were overweight,
they would have to unload the extra grain
and find somewhere to put it which was a
real hassle. With the LoadSMART system,
you’re always at the right weight so don’t
need to panic about unknowingly being
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